Midwest Spring 2022 Regional Meeting Minutes
Thursday, March 24, 2022, 1700-1930 ET
Remote

Meeting Highlights/Action Items
(See regional slide deck for detailed data)

Remote attendance:

Amy McCain
Andrea Fassiotto
Andrew Gonzalez
Andrew Hoffmann (he/him) (Guest)
Ashley Gutwein
Bethany Taylor
Betsy Wymer
Brad Thomas (Guest)
Brandy Villarreal
C Kulwin
Carmen Griffith
Carol Kotva
Charles Bower
Cheryl Stopper (cstopper)
Dave Osterman
David Lipski (Baptist) (Guest)
Dennis Wolf SJRMC
Donald Patterson MD
Edward Fry
eletherios xenos
Elena Kleeman
Ferenc Nagy
Gary Lemmon
greg schmieder
Greg Westin
Irma Perrin BHLEX (Guest)
Jaco0009
Jessica Volz
John Jacobs
John Martens
Justin Lightburn
Kathy Maddox
Kelly Byrnes (Norton)
Kelly Richey
Kim Phillips (kphil035)
Kimberly’s iPhone
Lauren Grimsley
Leka Johnson
Lillian Camino - Indiana University Health
Mark Fleming Univ of KY (Mark Fleming)
Matthew Jung
Mike Dalsing
Megan Gibas
Melissa Trott
Michelle Delda
Missy-Norton
Nathaniel Dew
Noah Scherrer (Baptist) (Guest)
Raghu Motaganahalli
Ramphone
Rhonda Ruggles
sam tyagi
skamath
Stephanie Daffinee
Tammy Watts (Guest)
Tana Repella

PSO Representative Attending Meeting:
    Betsy Wymer, Leka Johnson, Gary Lemmon

I. Presentations:

    No presentations

II. General Discussion and Questions

    LTFU 78%; DC meds 90%, had increase in TFEM CAS Symp Stroke/Death (doubled), Sac Diameter (EVAR and TEVAR) reporting is lower than VQI overall.
III. **Action Items (including QI projects):**

Has VQI has come up with a work around for adjusting the length of stay for cases that are held as an inpatient by primary physician once Vascular has signed off the case? Example: “Surgery performed, Vascular signs off and clears for discharge POD2, but patient is not discharged r/t other unrelated Vascular issues.”

Response: This was posed to the Clinical team and Medical Directors. Their response was that this would be challenging to collect/track and there should be a review as to what is driving your center’s data in reference to this scenario. This appears to be a more center isolated incident and suggest that your center do a charter to capture this data and share with your region at the next regional meeting.

IV. **Nominations (AQC, VQC, RAC, Medical Director):**

- Regional Associate Medical Director – vacant
- Regional Venous RAQ Chair
- Regional Arterial Research Advisory Council

V. **Next Meeting:**

Requested doodle poll.
Saturday, November 12, 2022 (Time and Format TBD)